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STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL PRESENTS THE CURV COLLECTION, A CHAIR FAMILY WITH MATCHING TABLE 
BY JÖRG BONER  
 
In January, Stattmann Neue Moebel debuts the CURV collection, an elegant family of chairs with matching table 
by renowned designer Jörg Boner. With a deliberate simplicity and a for the German brand typical refined 
craftsmanship, the versatile solid wood chair and table beautifully extend the collection of reduced furniture. 
Designed as chair family with and without armrest and a table with a round and square format, the versatile CURV 
collection meets diverse requirements for private and public spaces. With the Swiss designer Jörg Boner, 
Stattmann Neue Moebel also extends its portfolio of designers.  
 
 
THE CURV CHAIR 
 
CURV CHAIR is a lightweight solid wood chair with a distinct design language. The chair family by Swiss designer 
Jörg Boner is available with and without armrests. CURV convinces with its striking silhouette, clever construction 
and refined craftsmanship. The exciting interplay of deliberate simplicity and surprising design details gives the 
chair its special character. The simple, straight lines of CURV CHAIR contrast with the soft curves of its solid wood 
elements. The construction is based on a simple U-shaped frame, with a thin, seemingly floating seat. The back 
view impresses with its elegant appearance and lightness. The versions with and without armrests only differ in the 
height of the backrest. Like all furniture of the collection, the chair is made of ash and is available in all 11 shades 
of the Stattmann Neue Moebel colour range.  
For the chairs’ stoppers made of natural rubber, a special relief of waved lines was designed, interpreting the U-
shaped frame. 

/more... 



THE CURV TABLE 
 
CURV TABLE is a robust solid wood table designed by Jörg Boner as part of the CURV series.  Available in round 
and rectangular variations, the table takes up the striking design language of CURV CHAIR, making it an ideal 
companion for the chair family. A distinctive detail is the pronounced rounding of the tabletop’s edges. This makes 
the top especially pleasant to the touch and corresponds nicely with the armrest of CURV CHAIR. The table top is 
held by a flat frame, which sits on four oval legs, similar to those of the CURV CHAIR. With their clear vertical lines, 
chair and table manifest a calm, natural presence. The interplay of soft curves and straight edges creates an exciting 
contrast.  
  
The construction of CURV TABLE is simple and functional. The frame is attached to the table’s top by means of 
screws. The design allows for enough space so that the CURV CHAIR variation with armrests can be pushed under 
the table and that you can sit comfortably with your legs crossed. With dimensions of up to 3 m for the rectangular 
version and a diameter of up to 1,60 m for the round version, CURV TABLE is suited perfectly as a dining table, 
conference table, desk or for the furnishing of restaurants, cafeterias or cafés. Depending on the dimensions, the 
table can seat up to 10 people. 
 
 
REFINED CRAFTSMANSHIP   
 
With the CURV CHAIR and CURV TABLE, Stattmann Neue Moebel presents a further product family that convinces 
with novel constructive details and refined craftsmanship. CURV combines deliberate simplicity with surprising 
details. The simple, straight lines of the CURV CHAIR contrast with the soft curves of its solid wood elements. A 
central idea of the design is that only those parts are smoothly rounded, that the user actually gets in touch with. 
This interplay of finished and raw material creates a formal tension within the technically sophisticated construction 
of two bended solid wood pieces. The delicate U-shaped frame, which makes up the basis of the lightweight and 
stable chair frame with oval legs, is made of one piece of solid ash wood opening on the back side. With a lower 
width of 22 mm, the backrest bends up to a slim, for this chair so very characteristic edge. The legs of the CURV 
CHAIR consist of oval profiles. These are milled into form per running meter, according to the company’s 
philosophy, in order to minimize waste. The backrest is placed on the two back legs. All components of the chair 
are formally identical – only the two backrests vary in shape and height. Conceptualized as a chair family, the CURV 
CHAIR is available with and without armrests and with an upholstered seat. Designed for private as well as public 
spaces, both chair versions can be harmoniously combined.  
Like all furniture of the collection, the chair is made of ash and is available in all 11 shades of the Stattmann Neue 
Moebel colour range. For the chairs’ stoppers made of natural rubber, a special relief of waved lines was designed, 
interpreting the U-shaped frame.  
 
Like all furniture from Stattmann Neue Moebel, CURV CHAIR and CURV TABLE are produced in a sustainable and 
ecologically sound manner: the molded plywood of the seat and the solid wood of the chair and table come from 
certified sustainable forestry in Europe. The stoppers are made of natural rubber. 
 
      
COLLABORATION WITH DESIGNER JÖRG BONER 
 
The CURV collection is the high-quality result of the first collaboration with Swiss designer Jörg Boner. Renowned 
for his innovative, but reduced designs with balanced details, the collaboration with Jörg Boner was self-evident.  
Aesthetically and formally aligned, the CURV collection bears the signature of Jörg Boner as well as the reduced 
design language of Stattmann Neue Moebel. Aside from Jörg Boner, Sylvain Willenz, Marina Bautier and Steffen 
Kehrle are part of the international designers of the collection. 
 
 

Ends./ 
 
 
 
 
 



NOTES TO EDITORS:  
 
 
ABOUT STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL  
 
STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL was founded in 2011 by the siblings Nicola und Oliver Stattmann. Intelligent 
contemporary design, high quality craftsmanship, new materials and technologies, innovative constructive 
solutions, honest and long-lasting products, high ecological standards and regional production are the key values 
of the label. The collection is simple yet characterized by sophisticated details. Simplicity, functionality, elegance 
and perfect craftsmanship are the key qualities of the furniture by STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL. For the Stattmann 
siblings, it is self-evident that the production needs to be as sustainable as possible, the materials ecological and 
of the highest quality and that the wood has to come from certified sustainable forestry nearby. The collection is 
manufactured in Germany – mainly in the Stattmann family business founded in 1896 and partly in small workshops 
in the same region. All parts are manufactured by hand, supported by computer-aided technology like CNC milling 
machines. The production in Ascheberg, Germany is state of the art and all components come from the region. 
The label addresses people who care about where their furniture comes from and how it is manufactured. This is 
why STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL only uses wood from Germany, originating from sustainable forestry.  
 
www.stattmann-neuemoebel.de  
 
 
ABOUT JÖRG BONER  
 
Jörg Boner designs lights, furniture and items of everyday use in his design studio in Zurich. His developments 
continue to question conventional modes of production. His work emphasizes innovation in production and 
functionality in use as much as the beauty and elegance of objects. Jörg Boner is recipient of the Swiss Grand Prix 
Design (2011). 

www.joergboner.ch 
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